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Abst ract - -We use the fixed-point index theory to establish the existence of at least one or two 
positive solutions for the singular three-point boundary value problems 
(¢p(y'))' + a(t)f(y(t)) = O, 0 < t < 1, 
v'(o) = o, v(1) = ~'y(,I), 
where ¢p(s) = Islp-2s, p > 2, 0 < # < 1, 0 < m < 1, f ~ c([0, +oo), [0, +oo)), ~ ~ c((0,1), [0, +oo)), 
and a(t) is allowed to have a singularity at the endpoints of (0, 1). Applications of our results 
are provided to yield positive radial solutions of some partial differential equations boundary value 
problems on an annulus. As an application, we also give some examples to demonstrate our results. 
(~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -S ingu lar i ty ,  One-dimensional p-Laplacian, Positive solution, Three-point boundary 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the existence of positive solutions of the following singular three-point 
boundary value problems for one-dimensional p-Laplacian: 
(¢p(v'))' + a(t)f(y(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, (1.1) 
y'(0) = 0, v(1) = Zy(v), (1.2) 
where Cp(s) = [sJP-2s, p > 2, 0 < ~ < 1, 0 < ~ < 1, f e C([0, Toe),[0,+oo)),  a e 
C((0, 1), [0, +c~)), and a(t) is allowed to have singularities at the endpoints of (0, 1). 
Recently, for the existence problems of positive solutions of multipoint boundary value prob- 
lems for second-order ordinary differential equations, many authors obtained excellent existence 
results. For details, see, for example [1-5]. However, the multipoint boundary value problem 
treated in the above-mentioned references i not able to possess ingularity. 
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In [6], by applying the shooting method, Wong considered the positive solutions for nonsingular 
m-Laplacian boundary value problems 
( l¢ ( t ) lm-2~' ( t ) )  ' + f(t, ~(t))  = 0, 0 < t < 1, (1.3) 
~'(0) = ~(1) = 0, (1.4) 
where m > 2. For the singular case, when m = 2, Wong [7] also studied the positive solutions 
for problems (1.3),(1.4) by using the same method. 
Furthermore, on the one hand, problems (1.1),(1.2) can arise from the study of problem (1.1) 
under the following boundary condition: 
n- -2  
y'(0) = 0, y(1) = Z/3J~(~J), (1.5) 
j= l  
here 0 < 71 < 7]2 < " ' '  < ?~n-2 < 1, all the/3is have the same sign. In fact, it is known that 
the existence of solution for problem (1.1) subject o boundary condition (1.5) can be deduced 
from the existence of solutions for problems (1.1) subject o boundary conditions (1.2), where 
vt--2 /3 = ~ j= l  /3J and ~ 6 [U1,~-2] (see [8]). On the other hand, problem (1.1),(1.2) can also arise 
from the study of positive radial solutions of partial differential for the p-Laplacian equation in 
an annulus R1 _< lxl _< R2 in R N, N >_ 2. Namely, the following problem: 
v ( IvT -2w)  + g(Ixl)/(~) = 0, R~ < Ixl < R2, (1.6) 
0~n = 0, u(R2) =/3u(Ro), (1.7) 
~R 1 
where R1 < Ro < R2,/3 _> 0. 
To the author's knowledge, no one has studied the existence of solutions (positive solutions) of 
singular multipoint boundary value problems in this case. Hence, the aim of the present paper 
is to establish some simple criteria for the existence of at least one or two positive solutions of 
the singular three-point boundary value problems (1.1),(1.2). Thus, from the discussion above, 
our results yield positive radial solutions of some partial differential equations boundary value 
problems (1.6),(1.7) on an annulus. The key tool in our approach is the following fixed-point 
index theorem (see Lemma 4.4 of Chapter 4 in [9], or Lemma 12.1 of [10]). 
THEOREM A. (See [9,10].) Let E be a Banach space and K C E be a cone in E. Let r > 0, 
define ~ = {x e K ] IIxH < r}. Assume that A :  ~ -~ K is a completely continuous operator 
such that Ax ~ x for x C 0~.  
(i) If llAull <_ IluH for u e 0~r, then 
i(A, ~t~, K) = 1. 
(ii) If IIAull > ItuH for u e 0fl~, then 
i(A, ~2~, K) = O. 
The paper is organized as follows. The preliminary lemmas are in Section 2. In Section 3, we 
discuss the existence of at least one positive solution for problems (1.1),(1.2) assuming fo = 0, 
f~  = co, or fo = ~,  f~  --= 0. In Section 4, we establish the existence conditions of at least 
two positive solutions for problem (1.1),(1.2) assuming fo = f~ = c~, or fo = f~ = 0. In 
Section 5, we obtain some existence results for positive solutions of problem (1.1),(1.2) assuming 
to, fo~ ~ {0, c~}. In here, 
fo = lim f(u) u-~0+ U p - I '  too : lira f(u) u-~ ~tP--1 " 
Finally, in Section 6, we give some examples to illustrate our results. 
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2.  THE PREL IMINARY LEMMAS 
In order to discuss problems (1.1),(1.2), the preliminary lemmas are in this section. From now 
on, we always assume that 
0 <_ a(s) ds < +oo. (H) 
Thus, it is easy to check that condition (H) implies that 
L 1 (L s ) 0 < Cq a(sl)dSl ds < +co, 
where Cq(s) is the inverse function to Cp(s), i.e., Cq(s) = [s[q-2s, l ip + 1/q = 1. 
Now, let E = C[0,1], and only the supnorm is used. Denote 
K = {y • E :  y(t) is a nonnegative concave function}. 
It is obvious that K is a cone in E. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose (H) holds, then there exists a constant it • (0, 1/2) such that 
L 
l - - t t  
0 < a(t) dt < +co, (2.1) 
and hence the [unction  fl_. (S. ) 
A(t) = 1 ---~ Cq a(sl) dsl ds + t e [ , ,  1 - , ] ,  (2.2) 
y(t)  _ itllyll, t • [~, 1 - it], 
where llyl] = supt.[0,1] y(t). 
PROOF. Let 
~-=inf{~E[0,1]:te[o,1]sup y(t) = y(~) } . 
CASE (I). ~ C [0, #]. It follows from the concavity of y(t) that each point on the chord between 
(7, y(~-)) and (1, y(1)) is below the graph of y(t). Thus, 
y(t) > y(T) + y(1) -- ~,(~,T, (t -- T), 
- -  1 "r 
t e [ , ,1  - , ] .  
Hence, 
y(t) _> te[,,1-,]min [y(T) + Y(1)--Y('r)(t--T)]I T = y(v) + Y(1)--Y(T)(1--it--~')I - T 
_ 1 - , - ~y~l~,, + - -~-~ y(~) > ~y(~-), 
1--T 1--7- 
which implies that 
y(t) >_ ,Hyll. 
is continuous and positive on [/% 1 - ~]. Furthermore, L = minte[~,l-~] A(t) > O. 
PROOF. The proof of this lemma is easy, so omit it. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let y 6 K and it satisfies (2.1), then 
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CASE (II). r 6 [#, 1 - #]. If t 6 [#, r], similarly, we have 
y(t) > y(r) + y(r)  - y(O)(t - ~), 
T 
and thus, 
y(t) >_ min [y(r) -F y(T) -- y(O) (t -- r)] = y(r) + 
te[#,r] r 
If t e Jr, 1 - ~], similarly, 
y(t) ___ y(~) + 
and thus, 
Y(1) -y ( r ) ( t _ r )  ' 
1- -T  
y( t )> min [y(r)-~ Y(1) -Y (Z) ( t - r ) ]  =y(r)-F 
- -  te [ r , l - t * l  1 r - 
= I~ rY(r ) + 1-  #- ry (1  ) > #y(r). 
1 -  1 - r  - 
Therefore, we obtain 
y(t) >__ .llyll, t e [~, 1 - .]. 
CASE (II I). r 6 [1 - it, 1]. Similarly, we have 
and thus, 
y(t) > y(~) + y(~) - y(0)(t  - r), 
T 
y(t) > 
which yields 
t e [, ,  r], 
y(~) - y(0) ( ,  _ ~) 
T 
t e [ r , l -#] ,  
y(1) -Y (~) (1  r) 
1 - r  -#-  
t e [ , ,1  -~,] ,  
y(t )  ~ ~llyll, t e [~, 1 - ~], 
This completes the proof. | 
Now, we define an operator T : K ~ K by 
=1 0 
Then, (Ty)(t) > 0 for t 6 [0, 1], (Ty)'(O) = 0, (Ty)(1) = fl(Ty)(~), and (Ty)'(t) = -¢q(foa(S). 
f(y(s)) ds) < O, (¢v((Ty)'(t)))' = -a(t)f(y(t)) < O. This shows that T(K) C g.  
LEMMA 2.3. Let (H) hold, then T : K --* K is completely continuous. 
P~OOF. Let D be a bounded subset of K and M > 0 is the constant such that HYll <- M for 
y 6 D. Then we have 
,,Ty[[ < [11~ folCq (foSa(sl)dsl)  ds] Cq(sup{f(y) : y C D}), 
which implies the boundedness of T(D). 
min [y(T)+Y(T)TY(O)( t -T ) ]  = y(T)+y(T)- -y(O)(~t- -T)  
t~[~, ,1 - . ]  r 
: 
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Now, for any y E D, 0 < tl < t2 ~ 1, we have 
<<_¢q a(s)ds Cq(sup{f(y) :ye  D}) I t l -M .  
Therefore, T(D) is equicontinuous. 
Finally, in view of the continuity of f and the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, it is 
easy to see that T is continuous on D. Thus, the Arzela-Ascoli theorem implies that T : K ~ K 
is completely continuous. 
In the rest of the paper, for convenience sake, we set 
(/0 ) /01 (/: 1 A1 = Cq a(sl)dsl ds+ Cq a(sl)  dSl ds and A2 = ~-~. II 
3. FOR THE CASE f0 = 0, f~  = c~ OR f0 = c~, fc~ = 0 
In this section, we discuss the existence of at least one positive solution for problem (1.1),(1.2) 
assuming fo = 0, f~  = c~ or f0 = c~, f~  = 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (H) hold. Problem (1.1),(1.2) has at least one positive solution in the case 
(H1) f0 =0, /~ =~,  or 
(H2) fo = co, f~  = 0. 
PROOF. At first, let (H1) hold. Since f0 = limu-~o(f(u)/u p-l) = 0, for any e E (0,A1), there 
exists p. > 0 such that 
f(u) < (eu) p- l ,  for u e [0, p.]. (3.1) 
Let f~p. = {y G K :  ]IY]I < P*}- If y G 0~p. C K, from (2.3) and (3.1), we get 
(/0 
g 
-< ~p.  < p. = llyll. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, f~p., K)  = 1. (3.2) 
Further, since f~ = lim~_~c~(f(u)/u p-l) = c~, then for any M* E (A2, ~) ,  there exist a p* > p. 
such that 
f(u) > (M 'u )  p- l ,  for u _> UP*. (3.3) 
Set ~. .  -- {y ~ K :  Ilyll < p*}. If y e o~. .  c K, we have y(t) > mllyll -- rap*, for t e [~, 1 - ~]. 
Now, we consider three cases. 
CASE 1. If ~ E [#, 1 -- #]. In this case, from (2.3), we get 
/3 fnl¢q (fo~a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds+ fo ~ Cq (fo*a(sl)f(y(sl))dSl) ds I[TyiI = (Ty)(O) - 1--fl 
>-1-j3 fl fn ~-gCq (fn ~a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds+ ~o Cq (~Sa(sl)f(y(sl))d81) ds
M* >_ #M*p*A(~) >_ tzM*Lp* = -~-2 p* > [[YH" 
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CASE 2. If r] E (0, #). From (2.3), we get 
0 
> a(sl)f(y(sl)) dsl ds > #M*p*A(#) > #M*np* M'p .  ~> Ilyl]. 
- 1 - -  - - -  A2  
CASE 3. If ~ e (i - #, i). From (2.3), we get 
13 folCq (foSa(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds+ fo1¢q (foSa(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds IITYll = (Ty)(O) = 1 - Z 
> a(sl)f(y(sl)) dsl ds > #M*p*A(1 - #) > #M*Lp* = ~p*  > HyH. 
- - - A2  
Thus, in all cases, an application of Theorem A again shows that 
u (T, f~,., K) = 0. (3.4) 
Hence, since p. < p* and (3.2),(3.4), it follows from the additivity of the fixed-point index that 
i (T, f/,. \ ~, . ,  K) = -1. 
Thus, T has a fixed point in tip. \ ~p. such that p. < I]yH < p*. 
Next, let (H2) hold. In view of fo = lim~__.o+(f(u)/up-1) = cx~, then for any M. 6 (h2, c~), 
there exist r. > 0 such that 
f(u) > (M.u) p-l, 0 < u < r.. (3.5) 
Set f~r. = {y 6 g : Ilyll < r.}. I fy  6 0fl~. C K, then y(t) > Iz]]yll = #r. for t 6 [#,1 -#] .  Thus, 
from (2.3),(3.5), for any y 6 0f~., by considering three subcases, we also can get that 
M,  
> ,M, Lr, = > IlYlI. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, f~.,  K) = 0. (3.6) 
Again, since foo = lim~__.~(f(u)/up-1) -= 0, then for any E1 E (0,A1), there exists r0 > r. 
such that 
f(u) ~ (~1~/,) p-l, for u • [to, co), (3.7) 
we consider two cases. 
CASE (I). Suppose that f(u) is unbounded, then from f • C([0, c~), [0, c~)), we know that there 
is r* > ro such that 
f(u) < f(r*), for u e [0,r*]. (3.8) 
Since r* > ro, then from (3.7),(3.8), one has 
f(u) < f(r*) << (¢1r*) p-l, for u E [0,r*]. (3.9) 
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For y e K, IlyLI = r*, from (2.3),(3.9), we obtain 
(// ) /0 ) IlTyU=(Ty)(O)=l_---- ~ Cq a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl ds+ Cq a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl ds 
< ~r*  < r* = Ilyll. 
- -  A1 
CASE (II). Suppose that f(u) is bounded, say f(u) <_ LP1-1. Taking r* > max{(L1/E1),ro} for 
y • K, Ilyl[ = r*, from (2.3), one has 
t3_~ ~lCq (foSa(sl)f(y(sl))dSl) ds+ folCq (foSa(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds IITyll = (Ty)(O) - l - -  
L1 ~1 , r* 
-<~-<- -A1  ~ < =llyl l .  
Hence ,  in either case, we always may set ~2r. = {y E K : Ilyll < r*}, and Theorem A implies 
i(T,~2~.,K) = 1. (3.10) 
Hence, since r.  < r* and (3.6),(3.10), it follows from the additivity of the fixed-point index 
that 
i (T,f~r. \ (2r.,g) = 1. 
Thus, T has a fixed point in f~r. \ ~ .  such that r. <_ lyll < r*. 
Thus, we have completed the proof of Theorem 3.1. | 
4.  FOR THE CASE f0 =fc¢  = oc OR f0  = fc~ = 0 
In this section, we study the existence of at least two positive solutions for problems (1.1),(1.2) 
under fo = foo = cx~ or fo = f~ = O. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (H) hold. Assume that the following assumptions are satisfied. 
(H3) f0 = f~ = ~.  
(H4) There exist constants PI > 0 and M1 E (0, A1) such that 
f(u) < (MlPl) p-l, u e [0, Pl]. 
Then, problems (1.1),(1.2) have at least two positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 
0 < Ilylll < pl < ILy211. 
PROOF. At first, in view of f0 = lim~--.o+(f(u)/u p-l) = co, then for any M. 6 (A2, co), there 
exists p. 6 (0, Pl) such that 
f(u) ~ (M.u) p-l, 0 < u < p.. (4.1) 
Set f/p. = {y E K :  ]tYll < P*}. I fy  6 0f~p. C K, then y(t) > t~llYl] = #P, for t c I/z, 1 -#] .  Thus, 
from (2.3),(4.1), for any y E 0f~p., by considering three subcases, we also can get that 
/~ 1 dSl) ds-b fo Cq(foSa(sl)f(y(sl))dst) ds IITYlI = (Ty)(O) = I - /3  f~ Cq (foS a(sl)f(y(sl)) 1 
M. 
>- tzM*Lp* = --~2 P* > ]]YlI. 
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Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, ~ , . ,  K) = 0. (4.2) 
Next, since foo = lim~-~oo(f(u)/u p-l) -- c~, then for any M* E (A2, oo), there exists p* > Pl 
such that 
f(u) >_ (M'u) p-l, for u >_/zp*. (4.3) 
Set tip. = {y e K :  IMI < P*}. I fy e 0tip. C K, then y(t) > ~Ilyll = ~p* for t e [#,1 -#] .  Thus, 
from (2.3),(4.3), for any y e 0glp., by considering three subcases, we also can get that 
IITyll = (Ty)(O) = 1 ----~ Cq a(sx)f(y(sl)) dSl ds + Cq a(sl)f(y(sl)) dSl ds 
M* 
>_ t~M*Lp* = -~2 p* > lYI[. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, a , . ,  K) = 0. 
Finally, let gl m = {y E K : Ilyll < p~}. If y E 0f~ m C K, from (2.3) and (H4), we get 
(4.4) 
fl 1 dsl) ds+ /° (/oSa(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds 1-/~ i Cq (/oSa(sl)f(y(sl)) 1¢q IITyll -- (Ty)(O) = - -  
M1 
< -~-~-P~ < px = Ilyil. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, fl.~, K) = 1. (4.5) 
Hence, since p. < pl < p* and (4.2), (4.4), (4.5), it follows from the additivity of the fixed-point 
index that 
i (T, ~lp. \ ~,1, K) = -1,  i (T, ~,1 \ f l , . ,  K) = 1. 
Thus, T has a fixed point Yl in fl m \ ~p., and a fixed point Y2 in ~p. \ ~m. Both are positive 
solutions of problems (1.1),(1.2) and 
o < I]y~ll < p~ < Ily~ll- 
The proof is therefore complete. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (H) hold. Assume that the followiug assumptions are satisfied. 
(Hs) fo = foo -- 0. 
(H6) There exist constant P2 > 0 and 3/I2 E (A2, c~) such that 
I 
f(u) > (pM2p2) p-l, for u E [PP2, P2]. 
Then, problems (1.1),(1.2) have at least two positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 
o < I{y~l[ < p2 < I1~11- 
PROOF. First, since f0 = lim~-~0+ (f(u)/up-1) -_ O, for any e E (0, A1), there exists p. E (0, P2) 
such that 
f(u) <_ (eu) p-I, for u E [0, P*l" (4.6) 
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Let f~,. = {y E K :  Ilyl[ < p*}- If y E 0f/p. c K, from (2.3) and (4.6), we get 
(/o ) /0 (/0 ) IITyll = (Ty)(O) = 1----~ Ca a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl ds + Ca a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl ds 
E 
-< --h~ p* < p* = Ilyll. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, f~p., K) = 1. (4.7) 
Secondly, in view of f~  = lim~--.~(f(u)/u p-l) = O, then for any E1 E (0, A1), there exists 
P0 > P2 such that 
f (u)  _< (ElU) p- l ,  for u • [Po, ~) .  (4.8) 
We consider two cases. 
CASE (I). Suppose that f(u) is unbounded, then from f • C([0, c~), [0, oo)), we know that there 
is a p* > P0 such that 
f(u) <_ f(p*), for u • [0, p*]. (4.9) 
Since p* > p0, then from (4.8),(4.9), one has 
f(u) <_ f(p*) <_ (Elp*) p-l, for u e [0, p*]. (4.10) 
For y • K, Llyll = p*, from (2.3),(4.10), we obtain 
fl 1 1 
,[Tyll = (Ty)(O) -1 - -~ L Cq (fo~a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds + fo Cq (fo 8a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl) ds 
E1 . p, 
-<~p < =llyll. 
CASE (II). Suppose that f(u) is bounded, say f(u) < L~ -1. Taking p* > max{(L1/E1), Po}, for 
y • K, IlYll -- P*, from (2.3), one has 
1 dsl) ds+flCq(f~a(sl)f(y(sl))dsl)  dsIITylI = (Ty)(O) = I -8 L Cq (fo ~a(sl)f(y(sl)) 
l ~ % ~ v  ~ 
L1 E1 . p.  
<~<~p < ---Ilytl. 
Hence, in either case, we always may set tip. = {y • K : Ilyll < p*}, and Theorem A implies 
i (T, f~p., K) = 1. (4.11) 
Finally, set lip2 = {y • K :  Ilyll < p2}. If y • 0~p2 c K, y(t) _> ~IlYll -- ~p2. Hence, for any 
y • 0f~p2 , from (2.3) and (H6), by considering three subcases, we also can get that 
fl L1 (fO s ) fO1 (f0 s ) IITyll = (Ty)(O) - 1 - ~ Ca a(sl)f(y(sl)) dSl ds + Ca a(sl)f(y(sl))dSl ds 
M~ 
>_ t~M2Lp2 = ~-~2P2 > [[y[[. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i(T,f~p~,g) = 0. (4.12) 
Hence, since p. < P2 < P* and (4.7), (4.11), (4.12), it follows from the additivity of the 
fixed-point index that 
i (T, f~p* \ Oa~, K) = 1, i (T, f~a~ \ ~p., K) = -1. 
Thus, T has a fixed point yl in f~p~ \ ~p., and a fixed point y2 in f~p. \ ~a~. Both are positive 
solutions of problems (1.1),(1.2) and 
o < Ily~ll < p~ < Ily=ll. 
The proof is therefore complete. I 
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5. FOR THE CASE f0, fc~ ~ {0, c~} 
In this section, we discuss the existence for the positive solution of problems (1.1), (1.2) assuming 
fo, foo ¢ {O, co). 
Now, we shall state and prove the following main result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose (H), (Ha), and (1t6) hold and that p l¢  P2. Then, problems (1.1),(1.2) 
have at least one positive solution y satis~ing pl < Ilyll < p= or p2 < Ilyll < pl. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Pl < P2. Let ~pl -~ {Y E K : Ilyll < pl}. 
If y e 0tip1, from (2.3) and (Ha), we get 
ill3 L 1Cq (fos a(sl)f(y(sl)) dsl) ds + L 1Cq (~o sa(sl)f(y(sl) ) dsl) ds IITvll = (Ty)(O) = 1 - 
M1 
< ~-p l  < pl = Ilyll. 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, ft.1, K) = 1. (5.1) 
Now, set ~p2 --- {Y E K : IlYll < P2}. If y e O~2p: C K, y(t) > #IlYH = #P2. Hence, for any 
y • 0~p2 , from (2.3) and (Hc), by considering three subcases, we also can get that 
(/: ) /0 (/: ) IITyn = (Ty)(O) = 1 -/3 Cq a(sl)f(y(sl)) dsl ds + Cq a(si)f(y(sl)) dSl ds 
Ms >_ #M2Lp2 -~ --~2 p2 > HYtI" 
Thus, Theorem A implies 
i (T, ~,2, K) = 0. (5.2) 
Hence, since pl < p2 and (5.1),(5.2), it follows from the additivity of the fixed-point index that 
i (T,~2p2 \ ~,,,K) = - l .  
Thus, T has a fixed point y in lip2 \ ~m. Moreover, it is a positive solution of problems (1.1),(1.2) 
and 
p~ < Ilyll < p~. 
The proof is therefore complete. 1 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let (H) hold. Assume that the following assumptions hold. 
(HT) /0 = ~ • [0, (e~hl)p-~), where the constant 01 • [0,1), 
(Hs) foo =/31 • ((02A2) p-l, o0), where the constant 05 > 1. 
Then, problems (1.1),(1.2) have at least one positive solution. 
PROOF. In view offo = CZl • [0, (01A1)p-1), for e ----- (OlA1)p-I-al > 0, there exists a sufficiently 
small pl > 0 such that 
f(u) ~__ (C~l + Z)U p-1 = (01Alu) p-1 ~_ (01Alp1) p-l, for u • [0, pl]. 
Since 01 • [0,1), then 01A1 • [0, A1). Thus, by the inequality above, Condition (H4) is satisfied. 
Since foo =/31 E ((02A2F -~, c~), for e = Z~ - (02A2F -~ > 0, there exists a sufficiently large 
p2(> Pl) such that 
f(u) > Z~ _ s = (02A2F -1, for u • [~p2, c~), 
7/2-1 -- 
and thus, when u • [ttp2, P2], one has 
f(,~) _> (,o~h2p2) ~-I. 
Since 02 > 1, then 02A2 • (As, co). Thus, by the inequality above, Condition (Hc) is satisfied. 
Hence, from Theorem 5.1, the desired result holds. 1 
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COROLLARY 5.2. Let (H) hold. Assume that the following assumptions hold. 
(H9) fo = a2 E ((02A2) p-l,  co), where the constant 02 > 1; 
(Hlo) f~  -- f12 E [0, (01A1)p-1), where the constant 01 E [0, 1]. 
Then, problems (1.1),(1.2) have at least one positive solution. 
PROOF. Since fo -- a2 E ((02A2) p-I, oo), for e = ~2 - (02A2) p-] > 0, there exists a sufficiently 
small p2 > 0 such that 
f(u) > a2 - z = (02A2) p-l,  for u E (0, P2), 
up-  1 - -  
and thus, when u E [#P2, P2], one has 
f(u) > (02A2u) p-1 >_ (#02A2p2) p-l,  
which yields that Condition (H6) holds. 
In view of fc~ = f12 E [0, (01A1)p-1), for e = (01A1) p-1 - ~2 > 0, there exists a sufficiently 
large po(> P2) such that 
f(u) < f12 + e = (01A1) p-l, for u E [Po, co). (5.3) 
up- -  1 - -  
We consider two cases. 
CASE (I). Suppose that f(u) is unbounded. Because f E C([0, c~), [0, co)), we know that there 
is Pl > P0 such that 
f(u) < f(pl), for ~ e [0, p1]. (5.4) 
Since Pl > P0, then from (5.3),(5.4), one has 
f(~) < f(ol) < (01A~p~) p-l ,  for ~ e [0,pl]. 
Thus, by the inequality above, Condition (H4) is satisfied. 
CASE (II). Suppose that f(u) is bounded, say 
f(u) < M p-l, for u E [0, c~). (5.5) 
In this case, taking sufficiently large Pl > max(M/(O1A1), Po}, then from (5.5), we know 
f (~) < M ~-1 < (0~h~p~) -~, for ~ E [0,pd. 
Then, by the inequality above, Condition (H4) is satisfied. 
Hence, from Theorem 5.1, we get the conclusion of Corollary 5.2. | 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let (H) hold. Assume that the previous Hypotheses (H4), (Hs), and (H9) hold. 
Then, problems (1.1),(1.2) have at least two positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 
0 < Ily~ll < pl < Ily~ll. 
PROOF. From (Hs) and the proof of Corollary 5.1, we know that there exists a sufficiently large 
P2 > Pl such that 
I(u) > (~o2A2p2) p-~, for u c [~p2, p2]. 
In view of (H9) and the proof of Corollary 5.2, we see that there exists a sufficiently small 
p~ E (0, pl) such that 
__ 0 * p - -1  * * f(u) > (# 2A2P2) , for u E [#P2,P2]. 
Using this and (H4), we know by Theorem 5.1 that problems (1.1),(1.2) have two positive 
solutions Yl and y2 such that 
p~ < Ilmll < 01 < Ily211 < p~. 
Thus, the proof is complete. | 
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COROLLARY 5.4. Let (H) hold. Assume that the previous Hypotheses (H6), (Hr), and (Hlo) 
hold. Then, problems (1.I),(1.2) have at least two positive solutions yl and Y2 such that 
0 < Ilyxll < p2 < [ly211. 
PrtooF. By (Hr) and the proof of Corollary 5.1, we ol~tain that there exists a sufficiently small 
pl e (0, p2) such that 
f (u) _< (01h~a~) ~-1, for ~ • [0, p~]. 
In view of (H10) and the proof of Corollary 5.2, we know that there exists a sufficiently large 
P~ > P2 such that 
.f(u) <_ (OlA~pT) p-l, for u • [0, PT]. 
Using this and (H6), we see by Theorem 5.1 that problems (1.1),(1.2) have two positive solu- 
tions Yl and Y2 such that 
p~ < I1y111 < p2 < b=ll  < pL 
This completes the proof. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
In this section, in order to illustrate our result, we consider some examples. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the boundary value problem 
(¢p(Y'))' + a(t)f(y(t)) = 0, 0 < t < 1, (6.1) 
y'(O) = O, y(1) = fly(r/), (6.2) 
where Cp(s) = [s[p-2s, p > 2, 0 < 7/ < 1, 0 < ~ < 1, a e O((0,1), (0, co)), and f(u) = ue(O e 
(0,1) U (1, co)). Then, problems (6.1),(6.2) have at least one positive solution. In fact, when 
0 E (0, 1), f0 = co, f~  = 0; when 0 • (1, co), f0 = 0, foo = co. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, the 
conclusion is a fact. 
Consider the boundary value problem 
(¢v(y'))' + ~t -1 /2 (1  - t) -~/~ (y ~ + y4) = O, 
1 
y'(O) = O, V(1) = ~Y(r/), 
EXAMPLE 6.2. 
0 < t < 1, (6.a) 
(6.4) 
where p = 4, r/ e (0, 1). Set a(t) = (1/(87r4))t-U2(1 - t) -1 /2 ,  f (u )  ~- u 2 "Jr U 4, then q = 4/3, 
f~ a(t) dt -- 1/(87r3), qSq(f2 a(t) dr) = 1/(27r), and 
f0= lim f(u) =+co,  foo= lim f(u) =+co, 
u-*O+ U p-I u--*+oo uP--1 
and thus Condition (H3) holds. Again, 
(/o ) /: (/o ) (/ol ) 1---fl Cq a(sl)dsl ds+ Cq a(sl)dsl ds< Cq a(s)ds =l.Tr 
Thus, A1 > 7r. Now, taking Pl = 2, M1 = 3. In view of f(u) is monotone increasing function for 
u > 0, we have 
f(u) < f(2) = 20, 0 < u < 2. (6.5) 
Again, M1 C (0, A1), (MlpI) p-1 = 216, and thus from (6.5), we get 
f(u) < (MlPl) p-l, 0 < u < Pl, 
which implies Condition (H4) holds. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, problems (6.3),(6.4) have at least 
two positive solutions Yl and Y2 such that 0 _< ][YlI[ < 2 < HY2[I- 
REMARK. In the same way, we can give some examples to demonstrate Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, 
Corollaries 5.1 and 5.2. 
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